
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































―（1967b））「暗黒を探知する自由 ―千円札裁判第一審の記」『デザイン批評』4, 21–24. 再録「言葉の
暗がりの中で」（赤瀬川 1970, 58–67.）







































Creator of the Model 1,000–Yen Note Theory
KAWAI Daisuke
Genpei Akasegawa (1937–2014) was a multifaceted artist: a cartoonist, illustrator, novelist, essayist, 
and photographer. The characteristics underlying his art originated from his activity as an avant–garde artist 
in the 1960s. He became famous as an artist through the 1,000–Yen Note Trial. Akasegawa was indicted 
for violating the Act on Control of Imitation of Currency and Securities because he created single–sided 
monochrome copies of the 1,000–yen note as his art work. His trial was the turning point for Akasegawa to 
leave the center of the avant–garde art world and start activities in marginal fields around the avant–garde 
world.
 During the trial from 1964 to 1970, Akasegawa published more articles than he had before the trial in 
which he claimed that his work was not illegal by formulating his model concept. In this paper, I will clarify two 
points on the subject in formulating the model theory by analyzing his writings during this period. The theory 
first appeared in Akasegawa’s “Theory on Capitalist Realism” (1964). The belief is that the theory was affected 
by the comments and strategy of the 1,000–Yen Incident Discussion Group, which was a group of writers and 
critics. A series of Akasegawa’s writings, however, demonstrate that the concept of model was originally in his 
mind and that the influence from the Discussion Group was gradually assimilated into his writings.
 The second point emerging from these writings is Akasegawa’s insight into artistic creation and artist 
intention. Akasegawa wrote that the theory was not originally in his mind when he printed the 1,000–yen note, 
but it retrospectively developed after the completion of his work. This shows his skeptical attitude toward the 
subjectivity of art.
 These two points show that during the trial Akasegawa reflected on his art, and his thoughts were, to 
some degree, formed during that period from 1964 to 1970. This perspective will be a key to understanding his 
later activities.
